
#PRIMARYROCKS

LIVE 17



MEET  THE  TEAM



PROGRAMME

12.00 - 12.45  Lunch
12.45 - 13.15  Special performance by Stan Cullimore 
    (of Housemartins fame)   

9.00    Welcome and registration
9.30 - 9.45  Welcome by Gaz Needle
9.45 - 10.45  Keynote: Paul Dix

15.30 - 16.30  Keynote: Michael Tidd
16.30   Thank you and close by Primary Rocks Team

Peter Bakare
Rhoda Wilson

Tim Roach

11.00 - 12.00
Workshop 1 Sarah Wright

Julian Wood
Stephen Lockyer

Mike Watson
Sean Harford

Tim Taylor

Phil Nottingham
Jenni Willis

Innovative Enterprise

Chris Dyson
Allana Gay

Bryn Llewellyn

Jackie Ward
Sinead Gaffney

Old Primary Head &
Primary Head

13.15 - 14.15
Workshop 2

14.15 - 15.15
Workshop 3



PAUL  DIX
GETTING BEHAVIOUR RIGHT

Great behaviour management is counter-intuitive. Paul will show 
you how to adjust your own behaviour to improve pupil behaviour, 
how intuitive emotional responses lead to deep-rooted problems 
and why your whiteboard is pivotal. He will lead you through the 
key strategies that will make your school ripple with consistent 
practice. Paul will gently unvover the gremlins in your practice and 
show you how to make rapid progress in 30 days. 

@PivotalPaul

MICHAEL  TIDD
WRITING FOR A PURPOSE

We’re so ingrained in the ways of thinking from the past that 
it’s hard to see another way. Removing levels forced us to 
think differently – mostly – yet removing Writing tests several 
years ago hasn’t had the same impact. I want to persuade 
teachers to ditch text types and get writing for a purpose!

@michaeltidd

http://www.twitter.com/PivotalPaul
http://www.twitter.com/michaeltidd


PETER  BAKARE
RHODA  WILSON
TIM  ROACH
SARAH  WRIGHT
JULIAN  WOOD
STEPHEN  LOCKYER

WORKSHOP  ONE



PETER  BAKARE
THE IMAGINATION IS A POWERFUL TOOL

The imagination is a powerful tool. We explore how we can use it 
to get over our fears and inspire the next generation.

@peterbakare

RHODA  WILSON
WHOLE-CLASS READING AND READING SKILLS

Reading - and how we teach it - is probably on the radar 
for many a primary school this year, what with the step up in 
expectation of last year’s test. In this workshop, I will explain my 
school’s journey as we’ve moved away from traditional carousel 
Guided Reading with the aim of developing accomplished readers 
who love to read.

@TemplarWilson

http://www.twitter.com/peterbakare
http://www.twitter.com/TemplarWilson 


TIM  ROACH
LEARNING ITSELF IS A PRESENT, YOU KNOW.

THE BEST ANYBODY CAN GIVE OR GET.

“Learning itself is a present, you know. The best one anybody can 
give or get.” So wrote Stephen King – erstwhile English teacher 
and one of the world’s most-read authors – in Doctor Sleep. He 
knows a thing or two about writing; learn from his insights into 
grammar and the creative process.

@mrtroach

SARAH  WRIGHT
GANGSTA AFL

‘Gangsta’ AfL: Reloaded.  I’m gonna make you an offer you can’t 
refuse… a mob of practical strategies to make your marking, 
feedback and assessment more productive, efficient and 
meaningful.  Bring your device, get ready to scoff Maltesers and 
reinvent your AfL!

@sarah__wright1

http://www.twitter.com/mrtroach
http://www.twitter.com/sarah__wright1


JULIAN  WOOD
STIMULATE THOSE PESKY BOYS’ (AND GIRLS’) LEARNING 

WITH SIMPLE TECH

Plug yourself in to the Ideas Factory matrix! Julian will be 
showcasing loads of ideas to stimulate writing (amongst other 
things) in the classroom. He’ll be mainly sharing free websites and 
apps with a sprinkling of AR and VR too.

Julian has taught for 19 years across all Primary year groups. He 
is nationally known for using New Technology in the classroom 
to create, inspire and provoke. He considers himself a life-long 
learner and loves finding new ways to add to his pedagogy.

@ideas_factory

STEPHEN  LOCKYER
BUILDING HIGH EXPECTATIONS

If you want your students to achieve more, you need to raise the 
bar and convince them they can reach it. This session will share ten 
easy-to-implement, bulletproof strategies to empower and enable 
teachers into having dizzily high expectations (which students will 
reach).

@mrlockyer

http://www.twitter.com/ideas_factory
http://www.twitter.com/mrlockyer


MIKE  WATSON
SEAN  HARFORD
TIM  TAYLOR

PHIL  NOTTINGHAM
JENNI  WILLIS

INNOVATIVE  ENTERPRISE

WORKSHOP  TWO



MIKE  WATSON
BRINGING THE INDOORS OUT

Outdoor Learning can be a powerful tool in the teacher’s 
rucksack.  Like any tool, you need the right one for the job: 
you can cut wood with a screwdriver but it’s tricky and messy! 
Together we will look at how learning outside the classroom can 
make an impact on English and Maths, whatever age or phase.

@WatsEd

SEAN  HARFORD
OFSTED NATIONAL DIRECTOR

Sean Harford became National Director, Education in September 
2015. Sean was appointed Her Majesty’s Inspector in 2003. 
Since joining Ofsted he has worked in school improvement, school 
inspection policy and organisational restructuring. His previous 
post in Ofsted was National Director, Schools.

Before joining Ofsted, Sean was a teacher and a successful senior 
leader in a secondary school in the East of England, as well as 
associate adviser for a local authority.

@HarfordSean

http://www.twitter.com/WatsEd
http://www.twitter.com/HarfordSean


TIM  TAYLOR
MANTLE OF THE EXPERT

The Mantle of the Expert approach is about making learning 
exciting and meaningful to children. The idea is to create an 
imaginary context where the students are cast as an expert 
team with a job to do – rescue an injured climber, excavate an 
Egyptian tomb, restore a ruined castle – which the teacher uses to 
create purposeful activities for curriculum study – writing reports, 
researching the past, drawing plans to scale. In this workshop 
Tim will introduce the approach and take participants into an 
imaginary context, just the way it would be done in the classroom.

@imagineinquiry

PHIL  NOTTINGHAM
WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE:

SIMPLE HACKS FOR AN IMMERSIVE ENVIRONMENT

Sharing proven classroom techniques through a practical and 
engaging session, learn how to transform your classroom and 
the space in which your pupils learn. Most of which cost less than 
you’d find down the back of your sofa.

@trysomeicytea

http://www.twitter.com/imagineenquiry
http://www.twitter.com/trysomeicytea


JENNI  WILLIS
BUILDING RESILIENCE IN FRAGILE LEARNERS

Building resilience in fragile learners – a practical approach to 
developing resilience & perseverance in learning from EYFS-KS2.  
Obviously, we’ll delve into some exciting picture books to plan 
from and consider how to model resilience for our pupils.

@jenwillis1

INNOVATIVE  ENTERPRISE
USING ENTERPRISE RESOURCES FOR HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS

Bernie from Innovative Enterprise will show you how using 
enterprise resources for hands-on workshops can help develop 
teamwork skills, confidence and leadership skills. Bernie will bring 
Enterprise Soapbox and Your Enterprise Alphabet and take 
workshop participants through a number of activities.

You can also win a set of Your Enterprise Alphabet cards too!

@EnterpriseSBox

http://www.twitter.com/jenwillis1
http://www.twitter.com/EnterpriseSBox


INNOVATIVE  ENTERPRISE
USING ENTERPRISE RESOURCES FOR HANDS-ON WORKSHOPS

CHRIS  DYSON
ALLANA  GAY
BRYN  LLEWELLYN
JACKIE  WARD
SINEAD  GAFFNEY
OLD  PRIMARY  HEAD 
& PRIMARY  HEAD

WORKSHOP  THREE



CHRIS  DYSON
POSITIVITY IN EDUCATION

 I just want to share #positivity in Education. I am not a moaner, I 
am not a whinger, I am not scared of challenge but I have a love, 
a real love to make a difference. I want to share how you can 
spread love and smiles through a school - any school. I went to 
the most deprived, the lowest of the low, where nobody believed 
in the staff or the children. I want to share an adventure of how 
a school with 90% FSM went from 150 exclusions to 0. How a 
school went from zero to hero in 24 months...

@chrisdysonHT

ALLANA  GAY
ENTERING PRIMARY LEADERSHIP

Entering into primary leadership requires a balance between core 
professional values and school success. In this session we explore 
ideas that primary leaders must consider, the challenges decisions 
bring and solutions leaders have undertaken. A session to bring 
out the leadership thoughts in you.

@allang13

BRYN  LLEWELLYN
LOVELY JUBBLY IDEAS TO GET OUR DAILY HOUR 

OF ACTIVE LEARNING

http://www.twitter.com/chrisdysonHT
http://www.twitter.com/allang13


BRYN  LLEWELLYN
LOVELY JUBBLY IDEAS TO GET OUR DAILY HOUR 

OF ACTIVE LEARNING

Public Health England & the Chief Medical Officer have 
recommended children need to be active for 60 minutes every 
day. How do we do this with curriculum demands & timetabling 
issues? Join Bryn and leave with practical ideas and activities for 
Mathematics and English that will have children smiling and feeling 
fitter... and learning!

@brynll

JACKIE  WARD
EXCLUSION AND SEN

Jackie will be looking at exclusion and SEN with practical tips 
and input gained from being independent this year including 
mainstream SENCO. This will help colleagues out there in primary 
education and will essentially be a toolkit for assessing challenging 
children.

@jordyjax

http://www.twitter.com/brynll
http://twitter.com/jordyjax


SINEAD  GAFFNEY
BLESSED ARE THE CHEESEMAKERS:

TEACHERS, SUBJECT KNOWLEDGE AND THE ENGLISH CURRICIULUM

The 2014 curriculum marked a significant change in how English/
literacy was imagined and the aspects of written communication 
which were to be valued and taught explicitly. Classroom teachers 
were the last to learn about this, despite standing on the frontline 
when it came to teaching it. I’m going to discuss parts of my 
doctoral study which explore what happens when teachers don’t 
understand the thinking behind the policies they’re delivering, and 
what we can do about it.

@shinpad1

OLD  PRIMARY  HEAD &  PRIMARY  HEAD
AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP

Believe it or not, these two are both primary Head Teachers. 
When they’re not arguing with each other, they spend much of 
their time talking about school leadership. Despite their many 
differences, they both believe in one thing: authentic leadership.

@Oldprimaryhead1 and @theprimaryhead

http://www.twitter.com/shinpad1
http://www.twitter.com/Oldprimaryhead1
http://twitter.com/theprimaryhead


WITH THANKS TO:

13

Would you like to write 
for a future issue of 

        
         ?   

Email 
primedmagazine@gmail.com 

with your ideas for an article 
and we’ll get back to you. 

Follow us on Twitter 
@primedmagazine for updates 

and deadlines.

Attention 

talented 

person!
(yes, you!)!

mailto:primedmagazine%40gmail.com?subject=Potential%20contributor
http://twitter.com/primedmagazine

